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“How could I portray the state of withering and decay on an anthropomorphised plant 

creature using 2D animation?” 

 

ABSTRACT 

Wither is a 2D animated short film that aims to explore how I could portray the state of 

withering and decay using 2D animation. I wanted to focus specifically on how plants would 

wither and decay, therefore, I’ve created a story depicting a plant-like creature that would 

experience this withering process. Since this would be created using 2D animation, it gives me 

total control on how everything would look and behave, therefore, having a clear and deep 

understanding on my topic is crucial for this project. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

I’ve always been fascinated in understanding the details on how various organisms move and 

the process behind their movement; observing the subtleties and understanding the logic 

behind the process was just as interesting as a thrilling action scene since I get so lost when 

observing their attributes. I initially became curious on how plants move after watching Studio 

Ghibli’s Princess Mononoke (Miyazaki, H., 1997), but my interest increased after I watched The 

Secret World of Arrietty (Yonebayashi, H., 2010). These films portrayed plant life in two 

different ways; Princess Mononoke portrayed the destruction of nature, whilst The Secret World 

of Arrietty showed the life within nature through its animation. After a few iterations in my 

story, I’ve decided to follow the former with a story about withering as the focus. To put it 

simply, Wither, tells a tragic tale of treant guardian and a naive girl who stumbles upon a 

strange flower. As the prime subject of this project, I’ve created a treant guardian that would 

inevitably wither as they protect the naïve girl from a dangerous flower; which serves as a 

catalyst to the withering process. It is a simple story, but the mechanics on animating the 

withering process is the true challenge for this project since there are numerous factors that I 

would need to examine. 
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CRITICAL FRAMEWORKS 

In order to answer my research question, I would need to gain more context about the 

withering and decaying process. I would need to find the causes of decay for plant life, the 

movement of how plant life withers, and how it could be portrayed in 2D animation.  

 

 

Causes of Decay 

Understanding the causes of decay for plant life is crucial to making my animation believable 

since this is the foundational information that I need in order to replicate it in 2D animation. 

Understanding the patterns and logic to how a plant decays would help me fabricate a similar 

situation in an animated form. During my research, I’ve found various videos covering the topic 

of decay; the ones that I found helpful were ‘Wood-Decay Fungi’ by WoodlandsTV and ‘Fun 

with Wood Decay Fungi’ by UMV Extension. These videos gave a straightforward yet detailed 

explanation about various types of wood decay and other various fungi for different types of 

trees and situations. The more I studied this topic, the clearer it became for me to know how I 

would handle this project; especially since these helped me find the fungi and decaying process 

that best represented the scenario of my capstone, which I found to be the Armillaria root rot. 

 

 

Fig. 1-3: Screengrabs of Research Resources – Videos & Article 
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Armillaria root rot was the fungi that inspired the decaying process 

of my treant character. I chose this fungi because it is a fatal plant 

disease that originates from the root area of the tree; which was 

similar to how the treant’s withering worsened after the catalyst fell 

onto its roots. Armillaria root rot also makes the tree soft and 

springy, which matches the weakened physical state of the treant at 

the story’s climax. Learning about this fungi assisted me in filling in 

the rest of the attributes that would make the decaying process 

much more believable. Specifically, the white appearance of the 

affected area, the cluster of honey-coloured muschrooms at the base 

of the tree and the shoestring-like, fungal strands of infected trees. 

 Fig. 4: Concept of Treant 

 

How a Plant Withers 

To be able to replicate the movement of a plant withering, it is only natural to observe how real 

plants wither. Although I couldn’t find any timelapse videos of a tree dying, since they have a 

long lifespan, I had to settle on examining the timelapse videos of smaller plants. It was simple 

to find the common patterns in most of these since the movements were basic; they just lose 

the moisture in their parts until their overall structure deteriorates. To explain the nuance 

movements, it usually starts at the edge of their leaves, petals or ring, then this drought 

spreads to the center as the overall stem bends and loses its structure until the plant withers 

completely. Some key notes are found on the leaves/petals/ring, they curl down while the 

edges become brittle and rigid; they also often lose their vibrant colour until it turns brown.  
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Fig. 5-6: Plant Timelapse Videos 

 

Finding these small common patterns was easy, but it was still an essential step since I needed 

to understand the key features to make my withering animation believable. Additionally, since I 

am viewing the sped-up version of a plant decaying, I get to easily compare the different rates 

of timing and find out which each area decays faster or slower. Understanding the timing and 

movement of your subject is crucial in animation, therefore, I needed these videos to train my 

eye on discerning the correct timing for my withering animation. 

 

 

Withering and Decay in 2D Animation 

Although I was initially inspired by the films Princess Mononoke (Miyazaki, H., 1997), and The 

Secret World of Arrietty (Yonebayashi, H., 2010), I would like to discuss two other shows that 

had a stronger influence in my animation approach for this project. The first one is Death 

Parade (Tachikawa, Y., 2015); I would be examining its ending song where they showed various 

scenes of crumbling mannequins. The other show that I would be discussing is Noragami 

(Tamura, K., 2014), specifically episodes 8 and 9, when they visualised the spreading corruption 

to the rest of the character’s body. I’ve chosen these two series since I was intrigued by their 

portrayal to a process that resembled withering and decay. These two also serves as additional 

visual inspirations on how I may want to animate the withering and decay in my animated film.  
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Fig. 7: Death Parade Ending Scene 

 

Death Parade 

Death Parade (Tachikawa, Y., 2015) is a psychological horror set at a bar in the afterlife; where 

the main character judges whether a person’s soul deserves to reincarnate or be sent to the 

void. The ending sequence, where it displayed a series of crumbling mannequins in the void, 

became my main influence on how I approached the decaying animation for my project. The 

details on how the mannequin withered fascinated me since Studio MadHouse was able to 

animate this is a way where it looked believable and natural. The important aspects that made 

this possible were the cracks that followed the girl’s form, the focal area of the crumbling 

process, the consistency of the crumbling pieces that fell from the girl’s face, and the offset 

timing of the falling pieces. Applying these aspects to my project were laborious since there 

were too many aspects to keep track off despite animating in such a small frame count; 

although, I believe that the effect was still worthwhile, nonetheless. 
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Fig. 8-9: Close-up on the Blight’s textured marking 

 

Noragami 

Noragami (Tamura, K., 2014) is a television series that portrays the lives of individuals in the 

spiritual world. The gods have this duty of protecting the mortals from dangerous phantoms 

that invade their daily lives. These phantoms affect the mental state of humans and infects 

other spiritual beings with a Blight that becomes deadlier the more it spreads. Blight represents 

the corruption of one’s soul and this series was able to visualize this through a textured, dark 

magenta marking that spreads on the character (Fig. 9-10). I was fascinated with the way they 

handled this since they were able to retain this textured effect while the mark worsened. 

Luckily, I was able to make use of my project’s painterly art style to my advantage since this 

allowed me to use a textured brush whilst retaining that consistent appearance. Although, it 

was somewhat difficult to animate a smooth spread, I was still able to create an effect similar to 

this after experimenting with a few methods. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Understanding the context of my research question and gaining additional inspirations for my 

animation were crucial for my project, since these helped me shape how I approached my 

work. Skains reveals that the reason why we experiment with our art was to ‘push boundaries, 

ask questions, to learn more about our art and our role within it’ (Skains, R. L., 2018). This 

curiosity is what drives a project, as well as determine how it’s designed; just as Candy 

proclaimed, ‘the insights from making, reflecting and evaluating may be fed back directly into 

the artifact itself.’ (CANDY, L., & EDMONDS, E., 2018). As such, gaining more knowledge on my 

subject matter and how I could approach my work was simply part of the process in answering 

my research question. 

 

Initially, I wanted my project to focus on different properties of plant animation regarding 

diverging emotions. I initially created this narrative where two characters would fight, and their 

emotions would cause various morphing implications to occur around them; this situation 

would allow me to explore a plant’s morphing abilities and other aspects you could apply with 

2D animation. However, I soon realized that the narrative I created was too long and ambitious 

to fit a short film. Therefore, I used Pre-Visualisation methods to brainstorm, find new 

moodboards, and create another storyboard to refine my narrative. This resulted in the choice 

to focus on only one aspect of plant animation instead; which was the withering and decaying 

aspect. I felt that this was a straightforward yet challenging aspect since I didn’t have any 

knowledge on how plants decay nor do I have any experience in animating how plant-life move 

and behave; therefore, doing a detailed research has helped me immensely for this project. 

 

                   

Fig. 10: Old Storyboard          Fig. 11: New Storyboard 
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Layouts 

After finalizing my narrative, I created a few thumbnail layouts (Fig. 12) but soon realized that I 

needed to use 3D to understand the scale and movement of the camera (Fig. 13). I focused on 

modelling the overall shape of the character instead of creating some simple block placeholders 

since I wanted to fully understand the shape’s perspective changes when using the camera. I 

also tried to replicate a similar layout of my background in 3D from my 2D thumbnails to keep a 

consistent look throughout the scene.  

Although it took some time to model, pose, and position the 3D layouts, I believe that this step 

proved useful to me since I was able to experiment with the overall timing of the cameras much 

more effectively. 

Fig. 12: 2D Thumbnail Layouts 

 

Fig. 13: 3D Layout 
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Rough Animation 

Once I’ve exported the layout videos onto TVPaint, I created some pencil tests to understand 

the rough motion of my shots. However, there were some scenes where I needed some 

reference footage since it depended on certain subtle movements in some and broad 

movements whilst in a difficult perspective in others.  

 

   Fig. 14-16: Some Reference Footage 

 

During this stage, I also realized how difficult some of the shots were due to the camera 

movements that I previously chose. In one of the scenes of the girl running, I had to create this 

panning movement which also rotated to focus on the treant character; it was meant to help 

shift the focus and transition to the following scene. This was a simple scene in theory, but I 

realized that animating this in 2D was fairly difficult since I had to match the character’s 

animation with the camera movement; which took a lot of extra steps than I previously 

anticipated. 

 

  

Fig. 17-18: Shot with the Camera Panning 
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DISCUSSION OF WORK 

I was unable to fully animate all the withering scenes in my animation; however, I was able to 

successfully animate a core shot that answered my research question. This was the scene 

where the treant clenches its hand, which led to it crushing the flower, and causing the rapid 

decaying process. This shot had a small frame count; however, it was laborious to create due to 

the details of the withering. 

  

I initially focused on the overall hand movement. With the help of my reference footage, I was 

able to identify the subtle movements like the rotation of the hand and other twists of the wrist 

as it crushed the flower (Fig. 19). Once I took note of the movements and fixed the overall 

timing, I did a few passes to fix the proportions until I was satisfied with it (Fig. 20).  

Fig. 19-20: Pencil Test and Rough Animation 

 

After the rough animation, I fixed the lineart for the hand, then added the flower prop and the 

rough decay animation; I also did some tweaks to the overall timing since I wanted to give it 

more impact as it crushed the flowers. Once I was happy with the timing, I cleaned the lineart 

for flower prop first, then moved onto the withering animation.  

Fig. 21-22: Addition of Details [Flower Prop & Rough Decay Animation] 
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The withering animation for my treant was heavily inspired by the ending scene of Death 

Parade (Tachikawa, Y., 2015); as explained in my critical frameworks section, I focused on how 

they formed their cracks and how they timed the crumbling. After considering this, I altered the 

timing for the decay animation since I realized that I needed more frames to build up the cracks 

before the bark on the treant’s hand fully crumbled. Once I was satisfied, I added the crumbling 

pieces and refined the lineart. 

Fig. 23-24: Decay Animation [Start & End] 

 

After doing the animation, I moved onto the base colouring. I was running out of time, so I 

wanted to streamline the colouring process by creating a silhouette of the subject; by doing 

this, I could simply use the bucket tool without the worry of any gaps since the coloured 

silhouette fills that in automatically. I was able to do the silhouette with a simple process. First, 

I fixed the lineart in order to remove any gaps available. In the tool settings of the pain bucket 

tool, I set the source to ‘Layer’ and clicked the background of a new layer. This step fills in the 

whole layer with the chosen colour; I would also stretch the frame to the desired length upon 

doing this. After that, I changed the tool settings from ‘Color’ to ‘Erase’ and the source from 

‘Layer’ to ‘Display’. This step allows me to delete the background only when I click the 

background with the paint bucket tool whilst leaving a silhouette intact; only if the lineart was 

closed off correctly. After doing this once, in the timeline, I only needed to highlight the desired 

area and press ‘Enter’. This will redo the action to all the highlighted frames. If done correctly, I 

will be left with a solid silhouette. I removed the unnecessary frames, refined the silhouette 

and moved onto the base colouring step.  
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 The base colouring is simple since I just needed to create a layer below the lineart but above 

the silhouette and set the source in the tool settings to ‘Above’. This will follow the lineart 

thereby allowing me to use the paint bucket tool with ease. Since I had a silhouette below, any 

gaps that the paint bucket couldn’t colour will look filled in the display. However, since there 

were cases when the colour jitters as the animation progressed, I had to manually paint in the 

smaller areas until it looked clean. Luckily, TVPaint had these custom panels where I could save 

the brushes and colour I used; I was able to save the colour palette of my characters which sped 

up the process. 

Fig. 25-26: Colour Process [Silhouette & Base Colour] 

 

 I preferred to finalize my colouring once I had the background sorted, therefore, I didn’t add 

the textured colours immediately. Instead, I decided to create some backgrounds for the 

finished scenes I had. Since this current scene, the ‘FlowerCrush’ scene, had a simple 

background, I would be discussing some other scenes that had a more complex background. 

Fig. 27: ‘FlowerCrush’ Shot’s Simple Background 
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 The backgrounds were painted with TVPaint’s watercolour preset brushes. Once I found the 

ones I was satisfied with, I saved them in a custom panel to use for future scenes. For the 

background artstyle, I preferred to retain that watercolour texture artstyle since I wanted to 

stay consistent with the planned decaying texture. I tried to keep the colours light and 

desaturated to fit that watercolour theme; meanwhile, I used the feather pen brush preset for 

the grass and foliage details and the grunge textures as accents. The foreground was the most 

saturated part with the most details while I purposefully left the background desaturated and 

blotchy; although, now that I reflect on it, I should’ve replaced the background colour since the 

white background feels like the whole area is covered in fog. I could apply that atmospheric 

effect during the later scenes of my film; however, I believe that the early scenes should keep 

this cheerful atmosphere, and this fog-like appearance isn’t supporting that at all. Therefore, I 

plan on changing this in the future.  

Fig. 28: Background 

Fig. 29: Foggy-looking Background 
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 Once I had my backgrounds sorted, I continued the colouring process by painting the form and 

textures of the character. Luckily, due to the artstyle I’ve chosen, I was able to do both the 

shadows and textures in one go. I used different watercolour brush presets and grunges for 

various areas of the character.  However, there were cases where it was difficult to match the 

strokes of my textures. Looking at Fig. 30, It took awhile to refine the lineart for this scene since 

the treant was moving its upper body yet stayed stationary at its roots. It was just as tedious to 

match the textures as well, thereby, the textures looked somewhat jittery in the final product; I 

worry that this may be somewhat too distracting, but at the same time it had a painterly appeal 

to it, so I’m not too sure how to feel about this. 

Fig. 30: Painted Textures 

 

I replicated this colouring process to the ‘FlowerCrush’ shot as well. Since the frame count was 

short, it was quicker to paint the textures in it. However, the real challenge came when I tried 

doing the decaying spread effect. As stated in my Critical Frameworks section, I wanted to try 

applying an effect similar to the Blight effect from Noragami (Tamura, K., 2014). I experimented 

on different ways to recreate this effect; however, I was unsuccessful on most attempts. The 

only result I was satisfied in was through a manual painting process with a watercolour brush 

and grunge texture combination. (Fig. 31-33) 
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Fig. 31-33: Textured Decay Spread Effect 
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CONCLUSION 

Creating this project, Wither, was an educational experience for me. Although, I wasn’t able to 

fully animate the film, I believe that this project was able to successfully answer my research 

question since I was able to animate a withering and decaying effect using 2D animation. I 

learned how to identify the important aspects in animating this effect through my research on 

plant-life and existing media. I also discovered how to train my eye while I observed the details 

and timing of a plant withering and decaying. Lastly, exploring how professional studios 

animate effects similar to withering has helped me identify the patterns when animating it.  

 

Wither was my first attempt in creating a full short film, my previous animations were usually 

just a short one-off project. My lack of experience showed since I was unable to have a full 

grasp in managing a solid pipeline; I also I couldn’t comprehend how much time I spent or could 

spend on a task, therefore, I failed in completing this with the set time I had. However, 

producing this film has allowed me to gain the experience I needed to discover my mistakes and 

understand the areas where I could improve on. In the future, I would like to finish the 

remaining scenes of this film; starting with the climax scenes of this project. 
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